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ABSTRACT

The paper focuses on the problem of fissile materials proliferation risk estimation. Some methodological
approaches to the solution of this task and results of their application for comparison of different nuclear fuel
cycle strategies are discussed. The results of comparative assessment of non-proliferation aspects of plutonium
utilization alternatives in Russia using system analysis approach are presented.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

One of the problems of nuclear power being widely discussed is a potential risk of unauthorized use of fissile
materials presenting in nuclear fuel cycle for terrorist purposes or creation of nuclear weapons. This problem
gives rise to justified public anxiety. The level of agitation is so high that the problem of possible uncontrolled
proliferation of fissile materials can be considered as one of the major obstacles on the way of development or
even existence of nuclear power. As far as proliferation risk is connected with possible theft or diversion
(inappropriate use) of nuclear materials, it would be quite natural to concentrate efforts of specialists on
elaboration of nuclear fuel cycle (NFC) with maximum proliferation resistance. The approaches to solution of
this task depend essentially on the general strategy of fissile materials management in a nuclear fuel cycle.
In a once-through fuel cycle with disposal of spent nuclear fuel (SNF), spent fuel subassemblies (FSA) are
considered as a form of radioactive waste. In this case along with fission products, a large variety of valuable
components is subject to final disposal, namely: under-burned uranium, accumulated plutonium and minor
actinides which could be reused as a fuel for power reactors. Besides the evident loss of fuel materials and
problems in reliability of forecasting the safety of spent fuel storage for a thousands of years, direct disposal of
spent FSA also is not perfect from the non-proliferation viewpoint. Postponement in realization of this strategy
leads (and has already leaded) to accumulation of a large quantity of plutonium in SNF. Furthermore,
according to the modern opinions, the proliferation risk for geologically disposed SNF is not equal to zero,
since in case of need the material can be retrieved. Long-term cooling eliminates radiation barrier, facilitating
SNF reprocessing and plutonium extraction.

Some countries adhere to a strategy of closing the NFC. In principal, in this case the proliferation problem is
solved, provided that final disposal of nuclear waste is realized. However, the concept of closed NFC in its
entirety is implemented in no country, what contributes to growth of inventories of both SNF and extracted
plutonium. Proliferation problem for storing separated plutonium appears in the most critical form in respect
with weapons grade plutonium designated in Russian Federation and the USA as no longer required for
defense purposes.
Many countries still did not determine their position about the completion strategy of NFC and follow the
course of delaying solution of this problem. This way envisages temporary but long-term enough storing of
SNF followed by its retrieval from storage facility for reprocessing or final disposal.
Estimation of potential proliferation risk depends not only on the choice of NFC type being implemented, but
on specific scenario of possible course of events as well. Whether the unauthorized actions will be performed
by a state or by a terrorist group, by industrially developed or developing country, as a result of surprise open
governmental decision or through gradual diversion of materials to veiled facilities - all these factors should be
taken into account when considering non-proliferation regime efficiency and development of measures for
detection of its violations. The multitude of possible combinations of systems, actions, potential violators and
specific conditions is great and hardly can be comprehensively examined at present.
Nevertheless, in the presence of internationally concerted methodology of quantitative estimation of fissile
materials proliferation protection, comparative analysis of NFC options under realization, taking into account
the most probable theft and diversion scenarios, could identify to a significant extent the shortcomings and the
advantages of fuel cycle organization and its specific implementation, promoting thereby to converging of
nuclear policy of different countries in the field of non-proliferation. In authors' opinion, the following
requirements may be defined for the methodology:

• national and international level of concern, coordination of goals and main approaches with the
principles of sustainable development of mankind;



• orientation to an effective use of fissionable materials energy potential for peaceful goals;
• comparison of complete nuclear cycles from raw material production up to waste disposal;
• use of existing experience in development of mathematical models for proliferation risk estimation.

The goal of present work is definition of possible approaches to solution of the task of this kind and discussion
of the results obtained by means of potential proliferation risk estimation model used by the authors.

2 - ABOUT SOME PECULIARITIES OF PROLIFERATION RISK ESTIMATION TASK

Quantitative analysis of fissile materials proliferation risk is a field of research that is being conceived just in
our sight. Methodologically, this task has some similar features with the task of ecological impact risk
estimation, since in both cases there is the same source of danger (nuclear fuel cycle), normal and abnormal
modes of its operation are under consideration (nuclear accidents or "leakage" of fissile material) and finally -
the probability of health and environmental impact with corresponding consequences of diverse severity extent
should be estimated.
Based on this analogy, it would be quite natural to try to develop methods for estimation of fissile materials
proliferation risk resistance with respect to final impact risk, which would include detailed description of NFC
objects, analysis of possible channels for material proliferation and probability of proliferation acts, estimation
of explosive devices power and consequences of their application. However, implementation of such an
algorithm for non-proliferation task is connected with a number of substantial difficulties. Lack of the facts is
one of the most significant obstacles. Only single instances of fissile materials theft are registered, and
fortunately, there were no acts of their unauthorized use for terrorist purposes. Extremely small probability of
events related to violation of fissile materials control, accounting and physical protection measures turns the
task of direct risk estimation into the problem being difficult to formalize and utterly complicated to describe
mathematically. Just because of this reason, to solve it, one addresses the new upcoming parts of mathematics,
such as theory of fuzzy sets or interval algebra.
Perhaps, the success of methods for proliferation risk estimation with respect to final impact risk is yet to
come. However at the initial stage of their development, addressing to the estimation of fissile materials
potential danger is expected enough, like it was done at the beginning of evolution of quantitative methods for
ecological impact estimation (calculation of potential danger indices for radionuclides).
Present work demonstrates the approach to analysis of non-proliferation problem from the position of fissile
materials potential danger for two tasks. The first task is related to estimation of proliferation risk in global
long-term strategies of nuclear fuel cycle development. The second task is concerned with role definition of
non-proliferation issues in decision making for selection of effective strategy of weapons and civil plutonium
utilization in Russia.

3 - GLOBAL STRATEGIES. COMPARISON OF PROLIFERATION RISK FOR NUCLEAR CYCLES

Management of plutonium existing in any form demands more attention than that of uranium. Indeed, high
enriched uranium can be diluted and converted to low enriched uranium which is not suitable for weapons
fabrication. To enrich such sort of uranium again, an expensive and complex equipment is needed, which is
rather hard to be obtained. In contrast to uranium, plutonium cannot be diluted or mixed with other materials so
that it becomes unsuitable for nuclear explosive device fabrication, because in case of dilution, plutonium
purification will require only chemical technology which is substantially easy to master than that of uranium
enrichment.
To illustrate the statement about the danger of plutonium with various isotopic compositions we performed a
series of calculations for critical masses of spheres without reflector by Monte-Carlo method. The results of
these calculations for main plutonium isotopes are presented in Table 1. Calculation results have shown that all
the isotopes (except for Pu-242) according to the value of critical mass can be placed to the first class of danger
out of four categories proposed in [1]. This class contains fissile materials with critical mass being less that 50
kg-

Table 1. Critical masses of plutonium isotopes
Isotope
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242

Critical mass, kg
9,23
10
44
11,2
92

Calculation studies of critical mass dependence on isotopic composition of plutonium and burnup depth for
weapons grade plutonium and civil plutonium from thermal reactor of VVER type gave the following results:



• critical masses of weapons and civil plutonium differ insignificantly (10.7 and 13.5 kg respectively);
• increase of burnup depth (from 33 to 100 GW-days/ton) also does not lead to any substantial increase of

critical mass (13.7 kg for 33 GW'days/ton and 14.1 kg for 100 GW-days/ton).
Thus, a conclusion can be made that all the kinds of plutonium considered fall into the first class of danger.
It should be noted that the results obtained by the authors are in reasonable coherence with analogous data
presented in [1]. Thus, plutonium of practically any isotopic composition is a fissile material of the highest
class of danger from the viewpoint of delivering explosive to destination place and mass-dimension
characteristics of nuclear explosive device (NED) created on its base. Because of this reason, plutonium
requires special attention when analyzing protectability of nuclear technologies. In the present work we will
discuss only different variants of uranium-plutonium fuel cycles where plutonium presents in this or that kind.
In our opinion, among the models proposed by various authors, the greatest attention to the issues of influence
of NFC structure and organization on fissile materials proliferation resistance is given in the approach
suggested by Krakowski and Bathke [2]. Proliferation risk in this model is connected with streams of
plutonium at different stages of NFC under consideration. The method of proliferation risk (P) estimation is
based on calculation of so called "risk exposure" (E) over the time, taking into account factor of possible
improvements in nuclear technologies:

i ,dt/ i o 6
 D „ p

where j - stage of fuel cycle (reactor, irradiated fuel in storage, reprocessing, storage of separated
plutonium); Ij — streams (inventories) of plutonium; r - discount factor that accounts for future
technological improvements; wj - weight factors.

Weight factors Wj define the level of plutonium attractiveness and accessibility at different stages of fuel cycle
from the viewpoint of their possible use for NED creation. The choice of these weights is performed based on
expert estimation and is a task of a great difficulty. Numerical values for Wj in [2] were determined by use of
well-known method of Saaty's pairwise matrix, in which on a scale from 1 to 9 relative danger values of
different plutonium forms are introduced. At the initial stage of the study we followed the same approach.
Value of 1 was taken for plutonium residing in operating reactor. Value of separated civil plutonium was set
equal to 8. The weight values calculated using Saaty's matrix then are normalized so that the sum of the
weights for all NFC stages is equal to 1. In future we suppose to refuse normalization and to come over from
relative to absolute estimation of importance factors characterizing plutonium attractiveness and accessibility
at different stages of fuel cycle.
The following nuclear fuel cycles were studied from the position of proliferation resistance by risk exposure
criterion:
• once-through fuel cycle with VVER-1000 reactors (OT-TR) with final disposal of SNF after its cooling in

intermediate storage facility;
• closed fuel cycle of fast neutron reactors with multiple plutonium recycling (MR-FR) and breeding ratio

BR~1 .
In the study, it was accepted that nuclear power is stable that is the installed capacity of nuclear power is
constant. The results of calculation studies are normalized per 1 GW(e), consideration was performed over the
period of 80 years.
Calculation studies for the "risk accumulation rate" dP/dT of the above mentioned fuel cycles and scenarios
with different intervals of SNF storing have been carried out. The results obtained show that within the 30
years interval the NFC with fast reactors and that with thermal reactors and SNF disposal after 3 years of
cooling have constant time derivatives of risk accumulation, that is, proliferation risk becomes stabilized at
some level. For the open fuel cycle without SNF disposal, a linear growth of derivative is observed, meaning
increase of proliferation risk with the time. It should be noted that for OT-TR with final SNF geological
disposal it was assumed that the weight (risk) of disposed SNF is equal to zero. This assumption is correct if
the SNF repository is absolutely inaccessible for a potential thief. However, the last statement is disputable.
For instance, the USA and Sweden do not except the possibility of extracting disposed SNF: after 50 years in
Sweden and after 300 years in the USA, provided that this operation will be required by special circumstances.
Thus, if some countries refuse to reprocess SNF, then obviously after some time interval (though large enough)
deep underground repositories will contain aged materials of weapons quality, reprocessing of which can give
the opportunity to extract plutonium for nuclear weapons fabrication. Besides, this reprocessing can be
performed quite easily and secretly. It follows that the constancy of time derivative of proliferation risk for
thermal reactor cycle with geological SNF disposal is comparatively relative. Hence, strictly speaking, the
condition of risk non-accumulation with the time is valid only for closed fuel cycle of fast reactors with
BR~1.



Figure 1 shows the calculation results of cumulative proliferation risk for the above considered scenarios. An
important conclusion following from the results presented is that neither open nor closed fuel cycle has the
absolute advantage over the other from the viewpoint of non-proliferation criterion, their estimation depends
on the organization of NFC, its specific physical and technological implementation. The OT-TR cycle with
final SNF disposal after a very short time period (3 years) looks the most advantageously (curve 2). Already
after 20 years, MR-FR cycle takes the second position (curve 1), leaving behind the OT-TR cycle with long-
term storage of SNF (curve 3).
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Figure 1: Comparison ofplutonium proliferation risks.

However if one takes into account the remark made earlier about the impossibility of complete access
restriction to underground depositary, the picture will change, and with time the accumulated proliferation risk
of open fuel cycle with even very short intermediate SNF cooling can turn to be higher than that of NFC with
fast reactors having a short external cycle time.
Proliferation risk comparative analysis has been performed for two technologies of fast neutron reactors:
existing BN (sodium coolant) and perspective BREST (lead coolant). Improvements of fuel cycle for the
perspective fast reactor were concluded in increase of time interval between reactor reloadings and use of spent
fuel reprocessing technology without separation of plutonium from uranium. Analysis of the results have
shown that proliferation risk decreases substantially by decreasing external cycle time and increasing reloading
intervals. Indeed, fissile materials stay less time in the place being more dangerous than reactor, therefore
contribution of NFC stages with higher weight to the total proliferation risk (Eq. 1) decreases. The
reprocessing technology with fission products extraction essentially reduces proliferation risk as compared to
technology of plutonium extraction only in case of long-term storing of separated plutonium or plutonium-
uranium mixture. In this study, no stage of long-term storing of extracted plutonium was envisaged for the
closed cycle, therefore abrupt risk decrease was not observed.
Consideration of role of breeding zone in the NFC long-term development strategy have shown that influence
of breeding zone arises only in case of plutonium extraction, long-term accumulation and storage. If
subassemblies from breeding zone will be reprocessed and plutonium from these subassemblies will be loaded
into reactor after a minimum technologically acceptable delay, then no significant increase of proliferation risk
will take place even in spite of higher plutonium quality (from the viewpoint of NED creation), as compared to
plutonium from SNF.
The studies on "risk exposure" model in general have confirmed advantages of lead-cooled fast reactor with
respect to fissile materials protectability to proliferation in comparison with fuel cycle realized by sodium-
cooled fast reactors of BN type. At the same time, technical solutions which are quite natural for both types of
fast reactors and do not conflict with economics and global tasks of closed NFC - meeting the balance of
plutonium production and consumption, lengthening of fuel life-time, reduction of external cycle time - turned
out to be more effective than elimination of breeding zones. In this way, the analysis performed shows the
directions advancement of which does not give rise to any doubts. At the same time, decision making on the
issue like principal elimination of breeding zones cannot be performed within the frames of this or that



estimation model of fissile materials proliferation resistance. Evidently, to make a well-founded decision, one
should address a wider system analysis model of power industry with taking into account fuel supply,
economics, ecology and other factors.

4 - ANALYSIS OF NON-PROLIFERATION ASPECTS OF PLUTONIUM UTILIZATION
ALTERNATIVES IN RUSSIA

Actual development of nuclear power industry in many countries of the world has been taking place in absolute
contradiction with requirement of plutonium "risk exposure" minimization issuing from the model considered
above. Plutonium residing mainly in non-reprocessed SNF from thermal reactors in being accumulated in the
world. Moreover, inventories of separated plutonium grow in France, Great Britain and Russian Federation.
The USA and Russia have declared some quantities of weapons plutonium as no longer required for defense
purposes. Thus, potential proliferation risk for the time being has no tendency to decrease.
Nowadays Russian Federation possesses obviously the most wide range of different kinds of plutonium,
including: surplus weapons grade plutonium, civil grade plutonium from reprocessed reactor spent fuel,
plutonium residing in spent fuel of thermal and fast reactors, plutonium generated in fast reactor blankets. It is
well-known that principal position of Russian Federation is that Russia declares plutonium to be a valuable fuel
material not destined for deep geological disposal. Following this position, sooner of later the transition to the
strategy of plutonium use as a fuel for nuclear reactors is inevitable. From this point of view, the fact that
reactor technology of plutonium utilization is selected as a main one in the framework of the Agreement
between the USA and Russian Federation concerning disposition of 34 tons of weapons grade plutonium
designated as no longer required for defense purposes can be considered as a great political success of Russia.
Preparation of weapons plutonium utilization program and development of long-term strategy for plutonium
involvement into the Russian NFC required comprehensive study of existing reactor alternatives on political,
economical and social criteria, as well as on non-proliferation. The above discussed estimation of proliferation
risk in the NFC options being implemented is undoubtedly the key issue of non-proliferation analysis. At the
same time, in course of practical work a wide variety of political, technical and organization questions arise
characterizing specificity of the task, not its general features being important for comparison of global
strategies. An examples of such questions can be: specification of particular terms of surplus weapons
plutonium utilization; account of different attractiveness of weapons and civil plutonium for theft and
diversion; international cooperation, including coordination of the options of weapons plutonium utilization
with the USA; peculiarities of MC&A systems on different sites; transportation length and quantity of fissile
materials being transported; storing safety, etc.
The model of multi-attribute utility (MAU) [3] was selected as a methodology that in our opinion properly
supplements and concretizes "risk exposure" method for studying plutonium utilizations alternatives. This
model is widely used for preparation of decision making in power industry, including nuclear one. An
additional argument for its selection was a fact that this model has been already used in the USA for evaluation
of alternatives for the disposition of ex-weapons plutonium [4]. The method of multi-attribute utility is based
on calculation of a function depending on a large number of parameters. Additive estimation of utility function
V(xj, x2, , xj is as follows:

U(x {,X2,..., Xn) — ^ yvtr t\^iJ (2)

where x-, — a single attribute criterion (single variable); Vt (.) - a single-attribute value function over measure

/ that is scaled from 0 to 1; w,- - a weight for measure i and 2^, w i = •

The general algorithm of the MAU approach realization with reference to the task of plutonium utilization in
nuclear reactors consisted of the following steps:
• Definition of the main goal (plutonium utilization efficiency) and selection of alternatives for meeting this

goal (reactor scenarios of plutonium utilization);
• Definition of the objectives and sub-objectives of subsequent hierarchic levels and estimation of

significance (weight) for each of them (criterial tree building);
• Construction of single-parameter "efficiency" functions for each single-attribute in the range of a single-

attribute change definition domain;
• Estimation of single-attribute "efficiency" functions values for the specified variable values in the given

option;



• Summation of single-attribute "efficiency" function values in accordance with equation (2) and
calculation the additive multi-attribute utility function U(xj, JC?,.., xj, which can be also referred to as a
rating of each particular option (scenario);

• Sensitivity analysis to initial data uncertainty.

Based on this scheme, in work [4] total "plutonium utilization efficiency" has been determined as a
combination of three components: economic effectiveness, ecological safety and proliferation resistance. It
should be noted that American specialists emphasized non-proliferation factor among the others (weight of
non-proliferation was 0.5072). In present study we shall focus on a part of "goal tree" related to non-
proliferation aspect only (Fig. 2).
"Non-proliferation" objective, as it follows from the figure, is achieved by solution of five individual enough
sub-objectives. The first of them - "Theft resistance" - represents the option estimation on the possibility to
exclude fissile materials theft by terrorist and subnational organizations. The main obstacle for thief is physical
protection of nuclear materials during their utilization and guarding of the object where fissile material is
located at present. Physical protection is understood as a complex of technical and organizational measures
aimed at prevention of materials theft or diversion acts in respect to installations and material storing locations
and transportation means, as well as retrieval of theft materials. The State is responsible for the realization of
the measures.
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Figure 2: Details for Non-Proliferation Objective

The second objective - "Diversion resistance" - reflects option resistance to possible fissile material diversion
to the military sphere by the State-owner, possibility of international control and acceptability of the option
from the viewpoint of the world community. The barrier for the fissile materials diversion on the state level is
international control (including IAEA guarantees). Further the objectives "Irreversibility" (reflects difficulty of
recovering the material to the form being suitable for weapons production) and "International Cooperation"
(fosters international cooperation in the fields of disarmament and nuclear non-proliferation policy) follow.



The last of the five objectives - "Timeliness" - reflects the extent of option orientation to reduction of
accumulated plutonium risk. For surplus weapons grade plutonium, the creators of the model interpreted this
notion as minimization of times required to begin and to complete the plutonium disposition mission. As far as
the USA do not intend at present time to utilize civil grade plutonium, this interpretation of timeliness criterion
is quite acceptable. However, to extend the multi-attribute approach for considering civil plutonium utilization
as well, we had to broaden the notion of "Timeliness" and slightly modify the initial scheme. In our opinion,
timeliness of risk reduction for accumulated civil plutonium is to be driven by decrease of time required for
commencement of large-scale utilization and gradual reduction of "risk exposure" in case of civil plutonium
long-term involvement in fuel cycle. Such an approach allows in a natural way to introduce an important
criterion of potential proliferation risk reduction in NFC ("risk exposure" criterion) into the scheme of multi-
attribute analysis. Large objectives, in their turn, are being subdivided into smaller ones (rectangles), up to the
elementary level of single-attribute variables (Fig. 2).
It is easy to observe, that the scheme presented on Fig. 2 depicts two different sides of non-proliferation
problem. Three goal functions in the bottom part of the tree serve as indicators of efficiency of global task
solution - reduction of accumulated plutonium inventories risk, including that of weapons grade plutonium
(wide interpretation of non-proliferation problem), whereas technical aspects of plutonium unauthorized use
(narrow interpretation of non-proliferation problem) are characterized by two upper goal functions.
Multi-attribute model with set of criteria and their corresponding weights presented on Fig. 2 was used by the
authors of the paper for comparison of efficiency of reactor options of plutonium utilization on non-
proliferation criterion. Both existing reactors and reactors projected to be built in accordance with Russian
nuclear power development strategy were taken into account in the scenarios chosen for the comparison.
Figure 3 demonstrates results of efficiency (rating) calculations on non-proliferation criterion for several
options out of a large number of studied alternatives.
Let us mention some general tendencies illustrated by Fig. 3.
Non-proliferation policy in a wide notion, that is taking into account nuclear disarmament aspects, stimulates
transition to MOX fuel utilization (both in thermal and fast reactors), the highest ratings are gained by the
scenarios leading to fast elimination of the most dangerous ex-weapons plutonium inventory. Two scenarios
have received the highest scores: first - mixed option with BN-800 and 4 VVER-1000 (1/3 MOX) reactors and
second - 12 VVER-1000 (1/3 MOX) reactors. The figure also demonstrates that different reactor technologies
can look equivalent on non-proliferation criterion in the frames of general approach used in the multi-attribute
model. So, the whole pool of operating VVER-1000 reactors transferred to 1/3 MOX core in 2003 is equivalent
on rating to one fast reactor (without blanket) commissioned seven years later. The option of reactors operating
with UOX fuel actually being realized at present, that means plutonium accumulation, has the lowest rating
(that is, long-term plutonium storing under the existing initial conditions turns to be more dangerous than
reprocessing, according to this model).
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Figure 5: Ratings of different plutonium utilization options on "Non-proliferation" criterion.

At the same time, the model indicates definite enough limits of adequacy for the scale of MOX fuel technology
involvement in fast and thermal reactors' fuel cycles. With the existing inventory of surplus weapons
plutonium (about 50 tons) and separated civil plutonium (about 30 tons) in Russia, 12 VVER-1000 reactors
with 1/3 MOX core loading or one BN-800 reactor is required to be transferred to operation on mixed oxide
fuel. As it follows from the Fig. 3, involvement of second BN-800 reactor for plutonium utilization is already
not so effective in view of available inventory of separated plutonium in Russia.



Delay in transferring VVER-1000 reactors on MOX fuel operation decreases corresponding scenarios rating
significantly, but delay of fast reactor commissioning is especially negative for the scenario rating, particularly
when the only fast reactor presents in the scenario.
A number of interesting results were obtained that were not illustrated on Fig. 5. Already at the very early
stages of system analysis of plutonium utilization options the multi-attribute model has shown that use of BN-
600 reactor with MOX fuel gives an opportunity to co-ordinate rates of the ex-weapons plutonium disposition
for the nearest 10-15 years when the plutonium loading in thermal reactors in Russia will lag behind that of the
USA. At present this circumstance is accepted at all levels and is being taken into account in concrete plans of
plutonium utilization.
Attentive consideration of the results obtained allows to discover action of political factors which are of great
importance in the developed multi-attribute model. At the same time, the effect of non-proliferation factors in
the "narrow" interpretation is also quite distinct. Particularly, within the frames of the model, quantitative
confirmation of expediency of concentration of reactors and fuel cycle facilities being involved in utilization
process at the same territory ("nuclear island") is found. The options with reactors located at the same site with
weapons plutonium conversion and MOX fuel fabrication facilities have essential advantages as compared to
the other options in which reactors are distributed over a large territory because of higher level of physical
protection and absence of external MOX fuel transportation. Construction of BN-800 reactor at PA "Mayak"
site ideally meets the concept of "nuclear island", however arrangement of BN-800 reactor at Beloyarsk site
also allows to lower significantly number of trips and transportation length of MOX fuel as compared to
plutonium utilization options with thermal reactors.
In general, the method used gave reasonable and explainable results. Non-proliferation analysis further has
been supplemented with analysis of economical and ecological factors. Final result of utilization efficiency
calculation conditioned mainly by economical arguments is considerably displaced in comparison with non-
proliferation ratings towards the MOX fuel use in operating reactors (BN-600 and existing VVER-1000),
although in this case a number of delicate issues arise that demand individual thorough research.

5 - CONCLUSION

Comparison of open NFC with uranium fuel (OT-TR) and closed NFC with multiple plutonium recycling in
fast reactors (MR-FR) on criterion of potential proliferation risk ("risk exposure") leads to conclusion that the
idea of supposedly higher proliferation risk of closed cycle that became a basis of long-term nuclear policy in
the USA is not confirmed within the framework of the methodological approach used. Quantitative risk
estimates obtained based on proliferation risk scale established by experts for different NFC stages testify that
in actual practice, evaluation of global cycles on non-proliferation criterion has a relative character and
depends on particular implementation features: well organized closed fuel cycle can have lower proliferation
risk than badly organized open fuel cycle and vice versa. Lengthening of reload intervals, reduction of storing
time and transportation length of fresh and spent fuel increase proliferation resistance of both cycle types.
Closed fuel cycle if also positively affected by reduction of reprocessing duration and time of separated
plutonium storing, application of reprocessing technology with fission products extraction instead of extracting
plutonium and uranium, elimination of external blankets.
At the same time, good NFC proliferation resistance can be assured only under condition that risk exposure for
the stage of SNF final disposal is reduced to zero. The possibility of meeting this requirement for a long-term
time intervals is extremely difficult and disputable question. Therefore, principally the technologies oriented to
SNF final disposal should be taken with a great caution. The most important safety requirement in respect with
plutonium - the balance of plutonium build-up and its irreversible consumption ("burning" up to fission
products) - can be strongly met only in closed NFC. From this point of view, closed fuel cycle on the contrary
has fundamental advantages over the open fuel cycle. This principal statement does not except the possibility
of definite compromise in a real strategies of NFC development, which may involve realization of open fuel
cycle technologies without SNF final disposal but keeping the access to it with the purpose of further
reprocessing and closure of fuel cycle in future.
Nuclear power systems of the majority of counties have been evolving according to the rules being far from
observing the criterion of potential proliferation risk minimization, as long as unbalanced accumulation of
plutonium if various forms has been taking place everywhere. The most explicit violation of potential
proliferation risk minimization criterion took place during the arms race. It is very representative that practical
embodiment of nuclear disarmament policy, particularly reduction of potential danger of surplus weapons
plutonium accumulated in the USA and Russia, called for addressing one of the key stages of closed NFC -
plutonium utilization in reactors. Nuclear technologies mastered in Russian Federation allow to consider two
ways of eliminating declared inventories of surplus weapons plutonium: utilization in PWR "symmetrical" to
the USA and "asymmetrical" utilization in reactors of another type ensuring the same reduction of proliferation
risk. The quantitative estimates performed based on multi-attribute utility methodology have shown that



conversion of one BN-800 reactor to operation on weapons plutonium based MOX fuel assures the same
reduction of proliferation risk as conversion of the whole pool of operating VVER-1000 reactors to operation
with 1/3 core loaded by MOX fuel.
The method of quantitative proliferation risk analysis considered in present work has found sufficiently wide
application in system studies and presents a good basis for further improvement. Along with transition from
estimation of relative proliferation risk at different NFC stages to evaluation of direct proliferation risk,
movement in the direction of monetary expression of proliferation risk estimate seems to be also topical.
Undoubtedly, the methodology of quantitative proliferation risk assessment concerted at national and
international levels would be called for by a wide range of nuclear power scientists and technical specialists.
Such method could be used for determining NFC stages that need improvement of technical protectability from
the viewpoint of non-proliferation; it could be used for evaluation of efficiency of advanced technologies and
technological innovations for existing NFC; in conclusion it could promote converging of technical policy of
different countries in the sphere of plutonium management. For solving these tasks, international efforts aimed
at exchange of the necessary data in a manner of nuclear data collection are of great importance. One cannot
overestimate possible role of IAEA in this field, as well as the role of national analytical non-proliferation
centers which could help joining the efforts and foster the progress in the field of methodological studies.
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